Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence.

1. Brad’s handwriting is so messy, it is barely ________________.
   - invincible
   - invincable
   - decipherable
   - decipherible

2. Rita has improved her grades, so she is ________________ to play soccer this season.
   - eligible
   - eligable
   - sustainible
   - sustainable

3. Even my older brother is ________________ and sometimes makes mistakes.
   - favorable
   - fallable
   - fallible
   - favorable

4. The car accident was ________________, but Mr. Simms braked too late.
   - agreeable
   - agreeible
   - avoidible
   - avoidable

5. Hannah told us an ________________ story about rocket ships and creatures from space.
   - irascible
   - incredible
   - irascable
   - incredable

Directions: Complete the word by writing the correct suffix, -able or -ible, in the blank.

6. invinc__________

9. terr__________

7. exhaust__________

10. formid__________

8. adapt__________

11. ed__________